
EAGLE 4S
 

• The lightest reversible stroller - only 6.9 kg

• City stroller with large seat from birth to 25 kg

• Small foldable stroller with carry handle

• Puncture-resistant comfort wheels

• Combinable with carrycot and infant carrier

• high-class aluminium frame

 

 

Shipping

Stroller
Carry strap

ONLY 6,9 KG

The lightest in its class
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Product Description

This light and compact stroller is chargeable up to 25 kg. Eagle 4S is very versatile as it offers the ultimate comfort in the smallest 
package. Thanks to lying position, as well as to the possibility of combining it with carrycot or the iPro Baby, as well as the 
Comfort Fix infant carrier, this sporty pushchair can be used right from birth. Folded away to a small size, Eagle 4S can be 
comfortably carried over the shoulder.

The softly padded seat is reversible and can be mounted in both directions. Both footrest and backrest can be adjusted into lie flat 
position, while the canopy with sun shade can be pulled far forward. In addition, the canopy comes with a peek-a-boo window 
made of net fabric for better air circulation.

The buggy's push handle is soft to the touch and height-adjustable. This way, both small and tall parents have it easy while 
pushing Eagle 4S. Thanks to the four comfort wheels, as well as the light chassis being suspended, Eagle 4S is very easy to 
manoeuvre. The front wheels are swivelling, but can also be locked. The wheels' white line ensures that you will be better seen 
when it's dark. The padded and height-adjustable 5-point harness, the bumper bar, as well as the parking brake help keep your 
child safe.

The light aluminium pushchair can be folded away very compactly. This allows you to transport Eagle 4S even in small cars, store 
it at home or easily carry the buggy over your shoulder by the padded carry strap.

Our hint. In complement to Eagle 4S, we also offer the adeguate carrycot, as well as the hauck Comfort Fix and hauck iPro Baby 
infant carriers (separate adapters for stroller needed) and the ISOFIX base of each. A true all-rounder.



Eagle 4S Data

Product net weight   6,90 kg  


